INTRODUCTION
Fractal theory refers to the study of chaotic dynamic geoclimatic systems. Fractal systems are nonlinear geoclimatic dynamic systems which are seriously sensitive to their initial condition. Trivial changes in their initial condition may lead to great changes in future. Cybernetic behavior of geoclimatic systems are seemed to be random. However, it is not necessary to have randomness included in fractal behaviors. Definite dynamic systems including geoclimatic processes are able to show fractal behaviors. It is obvious that minimum of three state variables can be the vital prerequisite for fractal behavior of time-independent dynamic systems. As for time-discrete systems, one state variable is sufficient. Climatic elements of Shiraz geomorphic domain including temperature, precipitation and relative humidity as well as pressure are deemed as dynamic elements. Dynamic system is a system which really does exist. On the other hand, the mentioned elements are enforced specifically on every domain including Shiraz geomorphic domain. On the other hand, balance between humidity and temperature of Shiraz domain is of significant importance. It can be said that humidity or heat of Shiraz domain cannot be determined based on precipitation or temperature.
Figure1. Schematic representation of fractal
All in all, fractal dynamic can be studied in three intervals: unbalanced interval for which vector resultant at two points is zero. This is the lowest fractal structure. If the two-dimensional vector resultant of complex arrays is zero at only and only one point, then fractal dynamic moves towards balanced state. However, if arrays have imaginary interval, input dynamic goes towards unbalanced state. Function calculations have shown that points inside the interval approaching infinity while the interval itself is finite. The behavior is of chaotic nature. Sirpinski triangle and Koch snakeskin are two known fractals. As for Koch snakeskin, it can be said that the mentioned fractal has finite area but infinite parameters. It is possible to measure the self-similar area of fractals using a new concept which is based on the number of copies of elf-similar sets and magnitude of each set. It means that fractal dimension of a set is determined by logarithmic division of the number of copies by magnitude. In cybernetic point of view, some geoclimatic systems are nonlinear complex dynamic systems which show chaotic, random and unpredictable behaviors. Theory of chaos in geomorphology tries to study these nonlinear systems which are sensitive to their initial condition. Geomorphic systems have the ability of self-arrangement while they are fractal in nature. The mentioned feature is possible to see in the majority of flow systems including mass flows, soil system and coastal humid fields. According to theory of chaos, it is possible to have a relationship between form (fractal dimension) and process (self-arrangement). Theory of chaos is a great help to understand, analyze and predict geomorphic systems. Complexity of geomorphic systems and their chaotic state is too high to use basic mathematical operations and laws of physics to deal with them [1] . Consequently, new trends and viewpoints try to analyze and simulate complex behaviors of these nonlinear systems in geomorphology based on simple and small-scale laws of mathematics and physics in the form of autonomous cell models. Results have sown that climatic changes of Shiraz geomorphic domain can be drawn as algebraic nonlinear function. On the other hand, such variables as temperature, humidity, pressure and height of domain cannot be deemed as linear combined set of independent elements. The mentioned feature is indicating the dynamism of this domain.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Shiraz geomorphic domain is of 52 degrees and 13 minutes and 53 seconds to 53 degrees and 28 minutes and 59 seconds east longitude and of 15 minutes and 29 degrees and 55 minutes and 59 seconds east latitude. It is of 1500-meter height whose area is 10689 km 2 . Extracting information and quantitative data along with statistical algebra based on decimal interpretation and double definition as well as trigonal descriptions are used to determine stable states and balance of stable domains. Results were compared to GES observations. Then, results were leveled based on comparison to field observations in order to provide scientific and practical approaches for domain management. Fractals are seen in the majority of structures such as snowflakes, mountains, clouds, etc. fractals are also used to describe, interpret and predict phenomena. The most important data mining methods for Shiraz geomorphic domain indicate algorithm explorations which lead to classical algebraic geoclimatic structures as suitable grounds for investigation of sustainability and balance of independent and discriminated geoclimatic domains. Additionally, it is emphasized that the mentioned domain has joint east hydro morphologic boundary with independent domains such as Kor river [2] . Geomorphologic gradient of Kor domain implies that sustainability of Shiraz geomorphic domain as a fractal element should be under the effect of hierarchy [3] or should affect it. On the other hand, Shiraz geomorphic domain is of relative hierarchical nature which affect Fasa geomorphic domain as one of its elements [4] .
Horizontal Distribution of Relative Humidity on the Surface of Shiraz Geomorphic Domain
Based on the data mentioned in fourth and eighth columns od table 1, spatial composition of the elements are attached to geographical information system for Shiraz domain. Information are interpreted in macro scale means. As shown in the figure, the region is of 40% to 46% humidity. On the east-north part of Shiraz geomorphic domain, relative humidity is of 46% to 52%. It seems that relative humidity streams on the central and east-northern geomorphic domain are developed due to Doroudzan dam. However, two limited streams are also seen on western and west-southern geomorphic domain origin of which is debated. It is concluded that surface geopotential of the mentioned domain is under the effect of latitude and longitude and latitude which cybernetic ally control synoptic condition of the domain.
Table1. Internal mediating of long-term relative humidity of Fars province

Figure2. Geographical position of Shiraz geomorphic on relative humidity map of Fars province
Nevertheless, algebraic calculation of pressure requires a certain physical structure which is beyond the current study, since criteria have to be transformed into relational structures in order to determine pressure structure enforced in the domain. The given figure is divided into 12 parts each of which indicates a month. It is worth noting that each month is an integrated part of the figure. The above mentioned figure shows changes of relative humidity of Shiraz geomorphic domain for one given month during 30 years. Figure 3 shows the changes trend of relative humidity for Shiraz Domain. Based on the given figure, for Farvardin, for example, there are 30 pulses. This figure clearly shows humidity changes of 4 GisGraphers during 30 years. To vividly imagine changes trend, figure 4 shows pulses of each month in spatial dimension. As a matter of fact, vertical rectangular indicate relative humidity of each month. It is obvious that measurement is done for all months during 30 years. Additionally, those fluctuations are the most highlighted ones that change extremely. Consequently, weaker changes are translated into twodimensional statements. One of the most unique features of figure 3 is that researchers can determine fluctuation trends in addition to changes trend of Shiraz geomorphic domain. It means that researcher can see humidity changes three-dimensionally in the form of square while rectangular form wavy shape together. It is worth noting that humidity fluctuations of Shiraz geomorphic domain can be vividly imagined. Figure 4 shows spatial form of figure 4 which is the representation of changes and fluctuations. Based on figures 3 and 4, it is concluded that fluctuation of relative humidity can be calculated by classical algebra while changes of relative humidity are not as rule-governed as fluctuations. As a matter of fact, changes of relative humidity are affected by chaotic trends. This chaotic structure can be elicited based on three-dimensional squares of the matrix showing relative humidity fluctuations. An important issue in dealing with climatic trends is calculation of chaotic state or chaos of climatic elements which is explained in the following sections [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] .
Figure4. Spatial structure of changes and fluctuations of average long-term relative humidity for Shiraz geomorphic domain
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Changes and Fluctuations of Relative Humidity of Shiraz Geoclimatic Domain
Changes and fluctuations of relative humidity of Shiraz geoclimatic domain can be of different types. Figure 4 shows that relative humidity for 47-month sample is 17.5% or less while the given value for 132-month sample is 17.5%. cumulative frequency is 27.5%. 
Fractal Structure of Relative Humidity Changes of Shiraz Geomorphic Domain
As for Fractal structure of relative humidity changes of Shiraz geomorphic domain, it is worth noting that if criteria 1 and 2 which were mentioned in the previous sections to say that inputs of system rotate around the same central point have classical resultant considering cybernetic action and reaction resulted from changes and fluctuations of relative humidity of Shiraz morphologic domain, the given function rotates around a central point. On the other hand, if an input or output function of a climatic element can make all positive and negative values to rotate around a central point ad then arrange them in descending or ascending order so that they will not be ambiguous, its performance will be of chaotic nature. Having received inputs greater than 14.64%, Criteria 1 and 2 direct elements towards positive infinity while inputs of 14.63% or less may direct elements towards negative infinity. It is worth noting that movement towards infinity is acceptable while there is a distance from central point so that outputs are meaningful before infinity. To have a realistic imagination, look at pictures 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the input and output structures of nonlinear system. It is possible to imagine and draw fitness level. If a spatial fractal structure is taken as a three dimensional form, figure 3 shows the iteration of pulses. These iterations are so useful that iteration format is of dynamic nature. The dynamic can show the replacement point and economic and community dynamic. By comparison figures 5 and 6 and 3, it is obvious that changes and fluctuations of relative humidity of Shiraz geomorphic domain is of fractal nature. As for temperature, temperature changes and fluctuations of Shiraz geomorphic domain is of chaotic cybernetic nature [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] . figure 6 is shown in parallel to criteria 1 and 2 and drawn in two-dimensional curve, it is possible to imagine cybernetic fractal of dynamic performance of relative humidity of Shiraz geomorphic domain. It is sufficient to feed information about relative humidity into criteria 1 and 2 in Graferz software in order to draw it automatically. It is worth noting that criteria 1 and 2 represent nonlinearity of 30-year trend of relative humidity .
Figure7. Two-dimensional blanket of relative humidity of Shiraz geomorphic humidity
RESULTS
Contrary to precipitation, vaporization and temperature obey fractal trend in terms of climatic changes and fluctuations. On the other hand, there is a central point relative humidity of which is 14.63% to 14.63%. As a matter of fact, relative humidity of Shiraz geomorphic domain approaches zero to make sure that fluctuations are repeated in the form of waves. 26 . Although energy balance of Shiraz geomorphic domain is in equilibrium in the case of climatic changes and fluctuations, it cannot be neglected. According to basic rules, balance id not f geopotential and geoclimatic nature but is of practical basis. According to geomorphologic and cybernetic results, annual potential energy is 1 27 . Crisis management of relative humidity should follow fractal criterion.
Figure8. Balance state of Shiraz domain in cybernetic with Kor and Fasa reservoirs
Fractal criterion is of algebraic nature which approaches positive and negative infinity. Consequently, the main trend goes towards unbalanced state. Domain view of physical resultant of chaotic changes of temperature, precipitation and fractal changes of relative humidity of Shira domain is in cybernetic with Shiraz geomorphic domain. Consequently, Baktegan geomorphic domain is going to unbalanced state. On the other hand, according to fractal performance of relative humidity in terms of material and energy balance is severely under the effect of Fasa geomorphic domain. Accordingly, it is unbalanced and moves towards Persian Gulf base-level. Physical resultant of chaotic changes of temperature, precipitation and fractal changes of relative humidity of Shiraz domain is in cybernetic with geomorphic state of Shiraz domain. It makes Baktegan geomorphic domain unbalanced. On the other hand, regarding fractal performance of relative humidity in terms of material and energy balance, the domain is severely affected by Fasa geomorphic domain. Fasa domain is unbalanced in terms of physical resultant and moves towards Persian Gulf base-level.
